Introduction
One of the oldest energy conversion devices is wind turbine. These devices were the usual and fundamental energy conversion plants in past windmills. The mechanical energy required to mill has been achieved by these Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECSs) successfully. At the present time, wind turbines are being established in many countries to produce electrical energy.
These instances reveal that people have used wind energy to provide essential services. Due to inflation, and facing the end of fossil fuels many countries hope to optimally have been adjusted turbine output power by pitch angle regulation. Simulated results of these two methods have verified that in comparison to other proposed approaches, our smart controller has reached its demands with higher accuracy in wind turbulence rejection.
In this study first we will declare components of WECSs modeling in section 2. MLP and RBF neural networks and Genetic Fuzzy Systems have been indicated in Section 4 and 5. Afterward our proposed methods in section 6 and 7 are completely asserted with simulation results. Finally we will compare these methods in section 8.
WECS modeling

A. Characterization
One of the input modules in turbine model is wind speed which rotates the blades. Full WECS model that consists of dynamic and electrical model has been be offered by [21] whose linear model is composed by a first-order filter disturbed by Gaussian noise. The instantaneous turbulence component of wind speed is obtained as [21] : t t t t v = ) ( (2) where t is the standard deviation and t is the ARMA time series model, which may be expressed as: Figure 1 (b) .
2) WECS control block
This section contains mechanical controls for example blade pitch angle and power order to converter and electrical controls that include reactive power control and generator that connection with the network. Table 1 reveals the simulation parameters, baseline turbine supposition, and safety operational limits of the WECS.
B. Aerodynamic model
The wind power available, the power curve of the machine and the ability of the machine to respond to wind fluctuation are the main factors in the power production of wind turbine. The presentment for power created by the wind is given by [22] [23] [24] : (6) where t is the rotor speed. It can be seen that if the rotor speed is kept constant, then any changes in the wind speed will change the tip-speed ratio, therefore the changes of power coefficient p C controls as well as the manufactured power out of the wind turbine. If, the rotor speed is regulated according to the wind speed variation, then the tip-speed ratio can be preserved at an optimal point by pitch angle changes, which could produce maximum power output from the In a control model the controlled torque c , which it has been used for the variable-speed turbines, is given by [26] :
where the gain K is given by 
Artificial eural etworks
The linear approximation in various widespread cases is not valid and the accuracy of system modeling decreases significantly. Thus ANNs are capable of modeling very complex functions. Thus Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are mathematical representations inspired by the functioning of the human brain [27] [28] [29] . In addition they keep in check the curse of dimensionality problem that bedevils efforts to model nonlinear functions with large numbers of variables [30] .
MLP and RBF neural networks
Neural networks are very sophisticated modeling techniques, which are capable of modeling extremely complex functions. In particular, neural networks are nonlinear (a term which will be discussed in detail later in this section). For many years linear modeling techniques commonly have been used in most modeling domains and linear models have well-known optimization strategies. However in some frequent cases the linear approximation is not valid and the accuracy of system modeling decreases significantly. Neural networks also keep in check the curse of dimensionality problem that bedevils attempts to model nonlinear functions with large numbers of variables.
A. Multi-layer Perceptron networks
The units each perform a biased weighted sum of their inputs and pass this activation level through a transfer function to produce their output, and the units are arranged in a layered feed forward topology. The network thus has a simple interpretation as a form of input-output model, with the weights and thresholds (biases) the free parameters of the model. Such networks can model functions of almost arbitrary complexity, with the number of layers, and the number of units in each layer, determining the function complexity. Important issues in MLP design include specification of the number of hidden layers and the number of units in these layers. The number of input and output units is defined by the problem. The number of hidden units to use is far from clear. As good a starting point as any is to use one hidden layer, with the number of units equal to half the sum of the number of input and output units. Training process and computation in layers and neurons happen by equation [31] : (11). 5. Calculate the total error '' " by using Eq. (13). 6. Iterate the calculation by returning to error is less than the desired error.
( )
where t is the iteration number and is the learning rate and
B. Radial Basis Function networks A radial basis function (RBF) network, therefore, has a hidden layer of radial units, each actually modeling a Gaussian response surface. Since these functions are nonlinear, it is not actually necessary to have more than one hidden layer to model any shape of function: sufficient radial units will always be enough to model any function. RBF networks have a number of advantages over MLPs. First, as previously stated, they can model any nonlinear function using a single hidden layer, which removes some design-decisions about numbers of layers. Second, the simple linear transformation in the output layer can be optimized fully using traditional linear modeling techniques, which are fast and do not suffer from problems such as local minima which plague MLP training techniques. Radial basis Gaussian transfer function is considered as (14) in this study
where c is the center, % is the variance and u is the input variable. The output of the ith neuron in the output layer at time n is 3. Calculate the error term '' " of each neuron in the outputlayer according to (16) .
where i ŷ is the desired output vector of the ith neuron in the output layer and i y the calculated output vector of the ith neuron in the output layer by using (14). 4. Update the weights by using Eq. (17).
5. Calculate the total error '' T " according to (18) . 6. Iterate the calculation by returning to Step 2 until the total error is less than the desired error.
where n is the iteration and the learning rate
Genetic Fuzzy Systems
Nowadays various problems, such as nonlinear optimization and machine learning have been solved by Gas [44] . Many GA-based methods have been planned for inbreeding fuzzy if-then rules.
Those methods can be classified into two approaches in the same manner as the categorization of non-fuzzy genetics-based machine learning methods: the Michigan approach and the Pittsburgh approach [34] .
1) Michigan approach In the Michigan approach, only a single fuzzy rule-based system is stored during the execution of genetic algorithms, whereas a number of fuzzy rule-based systems are stored in the Pittsburgh approach [35] . This also leads to the short calculation time required for the generation update by genetic operations. Consequently one advantage of the Michigan approach is its small memory requisite. But one disadvantage of the Michigan approach is the deficiency of a straight coherency between the implementation of genetic algorithms and the optimization of fuzzy rule-based systems. Because the performance of each fuzzy rule-based population is not utilized in growing the fuzzy rule-based population, hence algorithm searched for suitable fuzzy if-then rules to perform its optimization indirectly.
2) Pittsburgh approach In the Pittsburgh approach, a set of if-then rules is coded as a string to which genetic operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation are applied [35] . One advantage of this approach is that the performance of each fuzzy rule-based system can be directly used as a fitness function. Because 23 of a population consists of a number of fuzzy rule-based systems, Pittsburgh approach is its large memory necessity, thus its one disadvantage for this approach. The Pittsburgh approach requires much more memory storage than the Michigan approach, in which a single fuzzy-rule based system corresponds to the whole population.
Artificial eural etworks controller strategy
NNs are mathematical representations inspired by the functioning of the human brain [48] [49] . Without containing detailed analytical patterns for the systems, NNs could exert complex inputoutput mapping.
A. Proposed strategy Variable speed is facilitated by pitch regulation to control the power extracted by the rotor. During high wind turbulence events, the extracted wind power has to be regulated via blade pitching.
Thus the pitch controller is activated when the wind speed exceeds or fall the rated speed, and the power is limited to its rated value since speed and power are coupled via the maximum power point tracking. In the proposed method we have used a predictive controller; because the learning process uses credible optimal values. Therefore these methods predict the value of pitch angle and take it to blades actuator. The goal is to train the neural network in such a way that desired output is produced. Our proposed approach rapidly gives the best output control signal to turbines in wind farms on different places. Thus it does not need to write new program and run it for these places. In other words our method does not depend on environment conditions. Since it is only related to initial data or learning data. This is the greatest advantage of our proposed method.
According to Figure. 2(a) the MLP controller in this paper has two inputs (wind speed and output power) and one output (pitch angle value). At first this controller is trained with credible optimal values of wind turbine input-output. Therefore this approach procures the best weight between input output using desired error produces. The training of NN computes an appropriate pitch angle upon catch wind speed. There are five neurons in the hidden layer. The hidden layer has nonlinear activation functions, but the output layer has a linear one.
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The RBF neural network controller has three inputs and one output. Figure. 2(b) shows block diagram of RBF controller. Similar to previous controller at first this controller is trained with full credible rang optimal value of wind turbine input-output. Thus RBF controller results the best weight between input output using desired error produces, and produces an appropriate pitch angle upon catch wind speed. There are 10 neurons in the hidden layer. The hidden layer has nonlinear activation functions, but the output layer has a linear one.
B. Simulation Results of Artificial .eural .etworks controller Simulation results brightly confirm the truth of the proposed control methods. In this section controller output and output power of wind turbine have been simulated. A wind time model is created founded on the ARMA series; the mean wind speed is determined based on spectral energy distribution of the wind and an overlaid noise signal. A wind speed shape and variation of it is painted in Figure. 3(a) and Figure. 4(a). Figure. 3 (b) reveals that increase in wind speed enhances in the blade pitch angle . Whenever the wind speed decreases below the rated value of 12 m/s, is fixed in -2 degree. According to Figure. 3(c) the angular speed of wind has been controlled actually. As plotted nearby rated wind speed, at large wind speeds, a dynamic variation of the generator speed have been permitted by controller. Because of it absorbs rapid alterations in power through wind gusts thus escaping mechanical pressures. Afterward Figure. 3(d) presented output power of wind turbine in Pu, which has been managed by MLP controller perfectly.
As plotted power reduces in some spots that it has been resulting of intense and sudden wind speed reduction, but MLP algorithm with changes in pitch angle almost control it. Similarly, in RBF algorithm output simulation and analysis Figure. 4 (b) shows the blade pitch angle is increased by the pitch angle controller that generates the demanded command signal whenever the wind speed rises above the rated value of 12 m/s and inverse. Figure. 4 (c) reveals angular speed of wind turbine blades that has been controlled by RBF neural network. Lastly, Figure. 4 (d) presented output power of wind turbine in Pu, which has been regulated by RBF controller. Similar to MLP simulation output the power curve in RBF distinguishes power drops in some spots that it's result of turbulence wind speed. However, RBF algorithm has controlled it with change pitch angle. In addition, we observe respond of MLP NN shows a better result than RBF NN because the desired values in training have not cluster mode and variation of wind speed have the relatively large scatter. 
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Proposed Genetic Fuzzy System (GFS) Strategy
In classifier systems to model classification problems, a fuzzy if-then rule or Strings Consist of Coefficient (SCCs) is handled as an individual in genetic algorithms. Thus we can view the classifier systems as a kind of Michigan approach.
1) Classifier System
Stride 1. Generate an initial population of fuzzy if-then rules or SCCs. Each of them is generated randomly. The resultant class and the certainty grade of each fuzzy if-then rule or SCC are exhibited by a heuristic rule discussed by Ishibuchi in [35] . Stride 2. Evaluate each fuzzy if-then rule or SCC in the current population. Stride 3. Generate new fuzzy if-then rules or SCC by genetic operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation.
Stride 4. Replace a part of the current population with the newly generated fuzzy if-then rules or SCC.
Stride 5. If a pre-specified stopping condition is not satisfied, return to Stride 2.
2) Coding of Fuzzy Rule
In our proposed method fuzzy if-then rules are coded as a numeral strings. Since the consequent class and the certainty grade can be easily specified, each fuzzy if-then rule is implied by its random fuzzy sets. 
3) Definition of Fitness Function
In fuzzy classifier systems, a population of fuzzy if-then rules corresponds to a fuzzy rule-based classification system. Fitness function in GFS includes two parts; one of them compares generated rules with optimal values, thus a rule that covers most of the optimal values could be a proper rule. In the other part; numeral equivalent of rules have calculated on wind turbine power formula, accordingly a rule that has the best control on power and regulates it well, could be a target rule. Finally each piece of these parts has been allocated a weight. As a result the best rule will be selected from initial random rules.
4) Genetic Operations
New fuzzy if-then rules have been generated from the current population by a pair of parent selected fuzzy if-then rules. The offspring of selected parents are generated by the uniform crossover. Hence each value of generated individuals is randomly replaced with other values by the mutation operator. A preferred number of fuzzy if-then rules are generated by iterating the selection, crossover, and mutation procedures. Finally the algorithm replaces the worst fuzzy ifthen rules with the smallest fitness values with the newly generated fuzzy if-then rules that have the utmost fitness values. 28 GFS determines five rules for the control system. We illustrate these results in Table 2 and show membership functions in Figure. 5.
According to block diagrams of GFS controller in Figure. 6 controller has two inputs and one output. This controller provides a suitable pitch angle upon catch wind speed.
5) Simulation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control method, controller output and output power of wind turbine have been simulated. First wind speed has been simulated by MATLAB. Wind time series is generated based on the ARMA model. The mean wind speed is determined based on spectral energy distribution of the wind and a superimposed noise signal. 29 A profile of the wind speed variation is depicted in Figure. 7(a) . Figure. 7(b) depicts the established generator torque for GFS controller. The output mechanical power of GFS is shown in Figure. 7(c) . Figure. 7 (d) shows the blade pitch angle control signal for GFS controller. In below rated wind speed, optimal power is attained by regulating opt p C (optimal performance coefficient); thus, the pitch angle is kept at a mechanical minimum and rotor speed is controlled in such a way that opt (optimal tip speed ratio) is always acquired, akin to MPP tracking.
Comparison
Proposed methods in this study have been trained to control turbine in wind fluctuation. Moreover output power has small lapse despite widespread wind mutations. In this study it has been tried to control turbine in wind turbulence. Consequently, output power has least variations. An output power leveling control strategy of wind farm based on both average wind farm output power and standard deviation of wind farm output power has been offered and used in the variable pitch angle wind turbine control system in [36] . Figureure 8(a), indicates output power of this strategy in 180 seconds. The System response has sudden change, and hence is sensitive to wind turbulence extremely. Simulation results of this method indicate that output power intensity had downfall and rise dramatically. The System response has sudden change, and decreases less than 0.7 Pu, hence according to Figure. Classical methods based on PI(D) algorithms are a good starting point for many aspects of closed-loop controller design for variable-speed turbines. Control design is a task that demands rigorous test data and extensive engineering judgment. The presented approach in [21] has been employed to model the WECS subsystems as a basis for multi objective controller design. Model validation is carried out to authenticate the results. Produced power and generator torque from this strategy is shown in the Figure. According to Figure. 8(f) the torque has been controlled actually. As plotted nearby rated wind speed, at large wind speeds, a dynamic variation of the generator speed have been permitted by controller. Because of it absorbs rapid alterations in power through wind gusts thus escaping mechanical pressures. Afterward Figure. 8(g) presented output power of wind turbine in Pu, which has been managed by MLP controller perfectly.
This method has saved power in same places, but it has severe change when power reduces in long time that is an effect of the wind downfall. Figure 8 (e) and Figure. 8 (f) shows that our proposed algorithms have produced controlled power and torque with fewer drops than output power and torque of LQG algorithm [21] , for example, between 45 to 70 sec. In those situations 31 that wind speed reduces intensely, output power downfall for a while. Note that this event is unavoidable. In the power curve, power reduction in some spots is distinguished that it's result of wind sudden reduction, but proposed algorithms with shift pitch angle almost control it. Also we compare FRENGA [42, 43] by our GFS approach in Table 3 . In FRENGA method we have used from neural network in fitness function. Despite the same simulation results and rules, FRENGA extracts rules with great speed but almost equal accuracy.
Conclusion
The controllability of wind power generation is necessary for the combination of wind energy into the power system. Because of one of the world's fastest increasing source of clean and renewable energy is wind energy. In this article, two new methods estimate and predict pitch angle value for a wind turbine introduced. These models have one input: wind speed. Hence their suitability in wind turbulences controlling is investigated. Proposed controllers are trained using multi-layer perceptron and radial basis function neural networks. As plotted from simulation results, controllers change pitch angle of turbine blades to achieve most suitable output power.
According to comparison results, MLP Neural Network Controller has better respond than RBF Neural Network and both better than BP neural network. Proposed controllers successfully trained with full credible and optimal rang value of wind turbine input-output. Consequently an optimal weight between input and output is produced.
MLP Neural Network Controller and GFS Controller have been compared to some other learning algorithms using difference between the power outputs. As it is demonstrated GFS Controller has the better respond. Hence, the required limitation during wind turbulences was provided by the proposed controllers. These algorithms trained with full credible rang optimal value of wind turbine input-output successfully. Finally controllers optimally produced accurate rules or curve between input and output. Thus it is clear that output power of wind turbine does not have sudden and frequent changes and capable to connect to central network with less effect of disturbance on it. For this method a limitation is that we need a computer with high speed and high memory for record previous data.
In this paper, blade pitch position control has been submitted by two smart controllers during wind turbulence. Practically, both the approaches yielded acceptable results. Consequently, considering that the desired values in training, have not cluster mode and have relatively large scatter, MLP-based controller donated better results than the other type.
Future work
We must tuned membership function to improve result and accuracy. This work will cause that speed process increase.
